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function by Uf. Then the mapping/-* Ufof E into itself is linear; we prove
that it is compact. Indeed, if g = Uf, we can write, for t0 e I, / e I,
= f(K(s, 0 - K(s,
Ja
(11.2.3.1)	0(0 - 0(f0) =     (K(s, 0 - K(s, *0))/(s) ds.
Ja
As K is uniformly continuous in I x I (3.16.5), for any s> 0 there is a
8 > 0 such that the relation |* - *0| < S implies \K(s, t) - K(s, t0)\ ^ & for
s e I; hence, for any /in E
(11-2.3.2)
by the mean-value theorem. This shows that the image U(E) of any bounded
set B in E is equicontinuous at every point t0 of I (Section 7.5); on the other
hand, for any / e I, we have similarly \g(t)\ ^ fc||/|| if \K(s, t)\ ^ k/(b - a)
in I x I. By Ascoli's theorem (7.5.7), £/(B) is relatively compact in E.
(11.2.4) With the same notations and assumptions on K as in (11.2.3), let
now F be the space of complex-valued regulated functions in I (Section 7,6),
which is again a Banach space, when considered as a subspace of the space
^cO); Uf is ^n defined as in (11.2.3) for any/eF, and the inequality
(11.2.3.2) still holds. The argument in (11.2.3) then proves that Uis a compact
mapping o/F into E.
(11.2.5)   Ifu,v are two compact mappings ofE into F, u 4- v is compact.
Let (jcm) be a bounded sequence in E; by assumption, there is a subse-
quence (x'n) of (xn) such that (u(x'n)) converges in F. As the sequence (x'n) is
bounded in E, there is a subsequence (xf£) of (x'n) such that (v(xf^)) converges
in F. Then by (3.13.10) and (5.1.5), the sequence (w«) + v(x'$) converges
in F. Q.E.D.
(11.2.6) Let E, F, El9 f! be normed spaces, f a continuous linear mapping
ofE± into E, g a continuous linear mapping ofF into F^. Then, for any compact
mapping uofE into F, u^ = g o u of is a compact mapping ofE^ into Ft.
For if Bj is bounded in E^^BJ is bounded in E by (5.5.1), w(/(Bx)) is
relatively compact in F by assumption, and #(w(/(Bi))) is relatively compact
in f! by (3.17.9).

